Success
Dressing For

at the Office

Perhaps the most frequently asked question the world over is, ‘What should I wear today?’. If
your day includes chairing an important business or government meeting, addressing a key
group of customers or negotiating a strategic deal, the answer to this question can be the
key to your self-confidence, and could ultimately determine your success. Marlise du Plessis, a
Chata Romano Ambassador and Senior Image Consultant, provides some practical tips and
advice on how you can look and feel your very best at the office.

T

o plan your wardrobe and ensure that you’re
never overdressed or underdressed for the occasion, start by establishing your lifestyle. Are
you single or married? Do you have children?
What is your company dress code? How do you
entertain? What do you do over weekends for fun? Now,
determine your correct percentages between:
 Formal (100% glamorous – an outfit you would never
wear during the day).
 Smart (100% smart – professional, well-groomed and
stylish).
 Smart-casual (70%/30% relaxed, smart, casual chic).
 Casual-smart (70%/30% casual but stylish).
 Casual (100% casual – relaxed and comfortable).
The clothes in your wardrobe should reflect your true
lifestyle percentages based on the above, and remember:
 While black is the traditional evening colour for formal
outfits (think award ceremonies, state dinners or formal
functions), you can set yourself apart by wearing dramatic shades of colour and sumptuous evening fabrics
like velvet or organza, with exotic finishes such as sequins or beads.

 The ‘smart’ dress code in the corporate environment
does not limit you to tailored black suits – soft suits,
cardigans, twin-sets or shift dresses with jackets, in
strong grey or soft taupe, can create a smart and stylish look.
 A casual work dress code for casual Fridays differs
from a casual home dress code. So, no tank tops, beach
sandals or cropped jeans. Full-length classic jeans with
tailored jackets or shirts, and leather loafers or stylish
sandals, are more appropriate.
Next, determine how much of your wardrobe you wear
on a regular basis. You should ideally wear 80% of your
wardrobe regularly. By following these wardrobe planning
solutions, you’ll wear more of your clothes more often, with
more versatility, and still get to work on time!
1. Your wardrobe should consist of the correct colours,
styles and proportions.
2. Select a good cross-section of the following that match
with one another:
 50% basics: Essential items that don’t date easily,
like a tailored black jacket, a classic white shirt, a
pair of stylish jeans and a black shift dress.

Casual-smart

Smart-casual

*Marlise du Plessis is an Ambassador and Senior Image Consultant
for Chata Romano International Image Consultancy. She provides individuals and companies with effective style and image solutions by way of
personal or group colour, style and wardrobe consultations, workshops,
shopping appointments and makeovers. Contact her at marlisedp@gmail.
com. Chata Romano clothing and accessories are available from Chata
Romano consultants or via the website, www.chataromano.com. Copy and
images extracted from Chata Romano’s various books and fashion guides.
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 30% fashionable basics: Fashionable items for a particular season, like a
black-and-white polka dot or animal-print blouse.
 20% fashion items: Items you would wear for a maximum of two to three
months, like gladiator sandals.
3. Have a selection of warm (red, peach,
pink, purple), cool (blue, turquoise, green)
and basic (black, grey, stone, brown) colours
You should ideally
that coordinate successfully.
4. Use the Chata Romano ‘x 3 principle’
wear 80% of your
– every garment you buy should go with at
wardrobe regularly. least three other items in your wardrobe.
5. Invest in more tops and fewer bottoms,
and you’ll always look different.
6. Invest in more plains rather than prints.
7. Update your wardrobe creatively from season to season by adding a few refreshing pieces that reflect the latest trends.
Finally, mix and match to create outfits that look totally different from day to
evening, from the office to the movies, from a working week to a relaxing partyfilled weekend. The trick is to work with a few items in different colours, styles
and fabrics that suit your lifestyle and that match well.
Here is an example of where to begin for a combination lifestyle, such as
smart-casual, to create the maximum number of completely different outfits with
the minimum number of garments:
 Start with one or two basic three-piece suits in neutral colours (black, grey,
brown or stone).
 Add one or two casual jackets (suede, denim or leather) or soft cardigans in
warm or cool colours.
 Add a few shirts, blouses, T-shirts and camisoles in a variety of plains and
prints.
 Add two to three jeans, pants or skirts in basic colours.
 Include approximately five add-ons (like a silver evening top or black shift
dress). Remember the ‘x 3 principle’.
 Complete with appropriate accessories, and start mixing and matching! Accessories have the power to turn an ordinary outfit into a stylish one. An interesting belt or necklace, a beautiful scarf or an exquisite handbag can transform
an outfit, while changing your belt, shoes, bag and earrings can take you from
your board meeting to an evening cocktail party. Just be careful not to overaccessorise – use more accessories when you are wearing a plain outfit and
fewer accessories with a busy outfit.
You are judged by the image you project. Build a wardrobe that really works
for you, and invest in your personal success. After all, you never get a second
chance to create a powerful first impression!

